
Culture through collaboration



Background- the problem

Mental health problems are prevalent yet rural 

communities are not comfortable talking 

about mental health or asking for help.



The needs

1. Every farmer and rural professional needs 

to understand mental health and be 

confident to talk about it and offer help

2. Rural communities need to hear the same 

message and talk the same language



The solution

 A short, robust, effective, agriculture-focused 

workshop that raises awareness and provides skills 

around mental health. 

 A plan to create culture change within the rural 

sector by utilising rural businesses and 

organisations 



GoodYarn- the workshop

 Understanding mental health 

 Acknowledging the unique pressures of rural 

life and farming 

 Common signs of mental illness 

 How to talk to a farmer when you’re 

concerned

 Tips on how to recognise, relate and respond

 Practical exercises/scenarios  

 Additional resources and support



A collaborative programme

Created a licensing programme which encouraged 

organisations to take ownership by…

-training their own people to deliver

-helping them to embed it into their internal training

-supporting their facilitators

-offering a network to join 

-creating a sense of contribution and collaboration 
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A living programme, not a project

 Evaluating

 Workshop surveys

 Follow up phone calls

 Conversations with organisations

 Learnings

 GoodYarns are the key to GoodYarn

 You don’t need to be a professional, you just need to be human

 Having “GoodYarns” creates culture change at an 

organisastional level

 Collaboration creates culture change at an industry level



Success so far 

 1/3 of people who have attended a GoodYarn have used their 
skills within a month of the programme

 won the 2016 MHS award for best MH programme

 finalist for the Safegaurd awards 

 focus of a TedTalk

 Evaluation published in Journal of Public Mental Health 

 serves multiple purposes…

 It helps farmers

 It offers personal development to staff

 It helps staff keep themselves well

 People love it!



Awareness



Confidence



Knowledge



Demand for Workplace Options

 Rural organisations began to ask for a version to 
assist their own staff

 Urban organisations began to ask for a version for 

their staff as well

 Fonterra piloted a workshop version with over 

1700 staff



GoodYarn Today

 Owned by GoodProgrammes Trust 

 Newly developed and piloted Workplace GoodYarn

 Coming Soon: GoodYarn for Managers

* Remember what makes these special are that they 

are programmes that allow autonomy, ownership 

and sustainability- not just workshops!



Mental Health in the workplace

 Workplace wellbeing is not about step challenges and mindfulness, it’s about 
a new way of organisations and employees working together

 Eventually organisations will need to be able to manage mental health issues 
affecting, caused by or aggravated by the workplace

 Understanding and confidence must come before systems, policies and 
procedures

Workplaces need to be able to have 

“GoodYarns” before they can begin to 

manage health and wellbeing. 



Workplace GoodYarn

 Understanding mental health 

 Acknowledging the unique pressures of the 

workplace

 Common signs of mental illness 

 How to talk to a co-worker when you’re 

concerned

 Tips on how to recognise, respond and refer

 Practical exercises/scenarios  

 Additional resources and support



Good Programmes Strategic Plan



For more information email

danaccarver@gmail.com


